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Abstract: Lots of approaches were attempted for dealing the problem of fair bandwidth exchange. Among 
them one of the most common approach is tit-for-tat heuristic which is employed by popular system of 
file-sharing that is BitTorrent. The earlier studies show that BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat heuristic does not 
show fair bandwidth exchange since tit-for-tat only identifies and exchanges information by means of 
small number of peers simultaneously. In our work we a novel deficit-based distributed peer to peer 
based algorithm was introduced that answers the problem of fair bandwidth exchange in presence of 
free-riders as well as strategic peers. Contrasting from other approaches, our work make use of totally 
different method that does not need an approximation of neighbouring peers’ rate allocation thus it does 
not need rounds for discovering of favourable peer sets and does not waste bandwidth by over allocation 
of its bandwidth. The system results in extremely speedy rate convergence, a higher degree of fairness, 
and therefore improved performance for high-contribution of peers. 
Keywords: Tit-for-tat heuristic, Deficit-based peer to peer system, Free-riders, Neighbouring peers, 
Strategic peers, BitTorrent, Fair bandwidth. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Peer-to-peer sharing of files is an efficient and low-
priced method for distribution of content. Peer-to-
peer applications of file-sharing suffer from several 
basic problem of unfairness. The attempts made in 
previous times address the problem of fair 
bandwidth allocation suffer from incorrect 
predictions of neighbouring peers’ bandwidth 
allocations, underutilization of bandwidth, as well 
as difficult parameter tuning. Due to its popularity, 
most of the works has done in finding out the 
behaviour of BitTorrent [1].  BitTorrent has 
employed a rate-based tit-for-tat heuristic for 
incentivizing peers to upload as well as to provide 
fair exchange of bandwidth among peers. Peers that 
participate in download of similar target file forms 
a swarm. A BitTorrent client might waste much 
time as well as bandwidth while finding out peers 
by similar upload rates within a huge network. In 
our work we provide FairTorrent, which is a novel 
deficit-based distributed algorithm that precisely 
rewards peers in relation to their contribution. Fair 
Torrent is flexible to utilization by free-riders as 
well as strategic peers, is easy to put into practice, 
needs no bandwidth over allocation, no 
computation of peers’ rates as well as no parameter 
tuning. It permits a peer to make the most of its 
upload capacity utilization and avoids long peer 
detection and reaches a speedy rate convergence. A 
Fair Torrent peer just uploads next data block 
towards a peer to whom it owe much data as 
calculated by deficit counter [2]. Because of its 
high fairness as well as performance assurance the 
proposed system provides a strong foundation for 
developing more consistent as well as robust peer 
to peer based services.  
II. METHODOLOGY 
Most of the free-riders makes slow download times 
by contribution of little upload bandwidth while 
consuming a great deal of download bandwidth. By 
considering unfair share of resources, free-riders 
make slower download times for contribution of 
peers. When a peer to peer system might assurance 
fair bandwidth allotment, where by fairness a peer 
obtains bandwidth equivalent to what it contributes, 
system might be proficient to assurance an assured 
level of performance for contribution of peers. 
Allocation of fair bandwidth allocation within peer 
to peer systems is tricky to attain for numerous 
reasons. First reason is that, no central entity 
arbitrates access towards all resources, different 
from scheduling fair allocation of bandwidth meant 
for a router. Second reason is that, the quantity of 
bandwidth resources that are obtainable is not 
known earlier, and peers cannot be dependent on 
specifying their individual resources. Last reason is 
that considered peers as well as free-riders might 
try to take benefit of system by means of 
contribution of little bandwidth while consuming 
resources of others. We provide a novel deficit-
based distributed algorithm known as FairTorrent 
that precisely rewards peers in relation to their 
contribution. The proposed system offers many 
important advantages over other methods such as: 
the proposed system provides allocation of fair 
bandwidth, operating simply at individual peers, 
within a distributed manner that does not need any 
centralized control of peers. The proposed system 
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is provably flexible to free riders as well as other 
considered clients. The system permits a peer to 
make the most of its upload capacity utilization and 
avoids long peer detection and reaches a speedy 
rate convergence. Fair Torrent is flexible to 
utilization by strategic peers, is easy to put into 
practice, needs no bandwidth over allocation, no 
computation of peers’ rates as well as no parameter 
tuning [3]. The proposed system does not estimate 
as well as predict peers’ allotment, allot exact 
upload or else download rates for any peers, or else 
depends on superior information of obtainable 
bandwidth of other peers. A Fair Torrent client 
needs no changes to BitTorrent procedure, making 
it well-suited and simple to utilize with traditions 
BitTorrent clients. 
III. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPSOED 
SYSTEM 
We provide a novel deficit-based distributed peer 
to peer based algorithm that answers the problem of 
fair bandwidth exchange in presence of free-riders 
as well as strategic peers. The proposed system 
avoids pitfalls of earlier approaches that experience 
from slow peer discovery, incorrect bandwidth 
estimates, bandwidth underutilization, as well as 
complex tuning of parameters [4]. It does not need 
bandwidth estimates, a centralized system, or else 
third-party credit-keeping services. The system 
contains no magic parameters; needs no tuning, and 
is easy to put into practice. The proposed system 
precisely rewards peers consistent with their 
contribution and runs locally at each of the peer 
and protects a deficit counter for every neighbour 
that represents difference among bytes sent as well 
as bytes that are received from the neighbour. 
When it is set to upload data block, it sends block 
towards peer by lowest deficit. The peer just 
uploads next data block towards a peer to whom it 
owe much data as calculated by deficit counter.  
Different from other approaches, FairTorrent make 
use of totally different method that does not need 
an approximation of neighbouring peers’ rate 
allocation. Hence it does not need rounds for 
discovering of favourable peer sets and does not 
waste bandwidth by over allocation of its 
bandwidth. Instinctively, by selection of destination 
of subsequent block to go to neighbour by least 
deficit Fair Torrent constantly rewards peer to 
whom it owes the maximum data. The proposed 
system results in extremely speedy rate 
convergence, a higher degree of fairness, and 
therefore improved performance for high-
contribution of peers. The proposed system 
implements a completely distributed algorithm that 
offers fair data exchange, devoid of any global 
allotment otherwise management service beyond 
that is already provided by BitTorrent. The 
proposed system client uploads data block towards 
the peer it owes most data and converges towards 
particular reciprocation rates of its peers, devoid of 
measuring or else prediction of these rates. It does 
not assess peer allotment, allocate exact upload or 
else download rates for any peers, otherwise 
depends on superior information of available 
bandwidth of other peers. For compatibility with 
BitTorrent, the system makes usage of similar 
BitTorrent protocol, torrent files, as well as tracker 
service [5].  BitTorrent has employed a rate-based 
tit-for-tat heuristic for incentivizing peers to upload 
as well as to provide fair exchange of bandwidth 
among peers. The proposed system assures of high 
degree of fairness, speedy convergence among 
leecher upload rate as well as its download rate 
from previous leechers, and flexible towards 
strategic peers.  It is flexible to utilization by free-
riders in addition to strategic peers, and needs no 
bandwidth over allocation, no computation of 
peers’ rates as well as no parameter tuning. The 
proposed system incurs low overhead and offers up 
to two orders of magnitude improved fairness, up 
to five times improved download times for 
contributing peers, and shows improved 
performance on average within live BitTorrent 
swarms. Fair Torrent is flexible towards free-riders, 
as well as strategic peers in both FairTorrent as 
well as non-Fair Torrent networks. We consider 
that high fairness as well as performance assurance 
of Fair Torrent provides a tough groundwork for 
developing more consistent as well as robust peer 
to peer based services [6]. The fairness as well as 
fast rate convergence properties of FairTorrent 
permits a client that uploads at a rate beyond 
playback rate to moreover download a stream at 
playback rate still over short period intervals. 
IV. RESULTS 
We implemented FairTorrent in a BitTorrent client 
and when compared its fairness as well as 
performance against other extensively used open-
source BitTorrent implementations, our proposed 
system outperforms the entire other clients across a 
extensive range of various client bandwidth 
distributions, static as well as dynamic scenarios, in 
addition to live swarms. The proposed system 
incurs low overhead and offers up to two orders of 
magnitude improved fairness, up to five times 
improved download times for contributing peers, 
and shows improved performance on average 
within live BitTorrent swarms. 
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Fig1: fair torrent fairness. 
 
Fig2: Bittorrent fairness 
V. CONCLUSION 
Here in our work we provide FairTorrent, which is 
a novel deficit-based distributed algorithm that 
precisely rewards peers in relation to their 
contribution. It implements a completely 
distributed algorithm that offers fair data exchange, 
devoid of any global allotment otherwise 
management service beyond that is already 
provided by BitTorrent. The system results in 
extremely speedy rate convergence, a higher degree 
of fairness, and therefore improved performance 
for high-contribution of peers. It incurs low 
overhead and offers up to two orders of magnitude 
improved fairness, up to five times improved 
download times for contributing peers, and shows 
improved performance on average within live 
BitTorrent swarms. The system offers numerous 
important advantages over other methods and 
provides allocation of fair bandwidth, operating 
simply at individual peers, within a distributed 
manner that does not need any centralized control 
of peers. It avoids pitfalls of earlier approaches that 
experience from slow peer discovery, incorrect 
bandwidth estimates, bandwidth underutilization, 
as well as complex tuning of parameters. The 
fairness as well as fast rate convergence properties 
of FairTorrent permits a client that uploads at a rate 
beyond playback rate to moreover download a 
stream at playback rate still over short period 
intervals.  
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